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key aspects under study, viz. the design for circularity (DfC) framework for textiles, the 

three feasibility studies on key design elements of conditional design, remake-design 

and product-service design. As we understood during the work, the contents of this on-

going work will be beneficial to a number of stakeholders, like the fashion brands and 

companies and other actors involved in various ways to attain a circular economy for 

textiles and clothing industry. Because reality is rapidly changing, the report is designed 

so that new parameters can be inserted, and thus the results can be used to simulate the 

new conditions. 
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Summary of findings 

In line with the original aim regarding work package Unite design processes with business mod-

els and value chains for increased overall durability in a circular flow, in Re:textile (2016-18), 

the purpose of this report is to initiate a design for circularity (DfC) framework for circular econ-

omy for textiles and clothing (T&C) sectors. This raised the following questions: 

1. How can a circular design approach be conceptualized and suggested in T&C 

sectors? How do the embedded business and value chain models support it? 

2. What are the key design elements of such a design for circularity (DfC) frame-

work in T&C? 

3. How can feasibility of these key design elements be achieved in establishing 

the DfC framework, taking the present and probable near-future situations into 

consideration? 

4. How to develop and promote a strategic roadmap for DfC in textiles and cloth-

ing, regionally and nationally? 

 

Till date the main findings can be summarized as follows: 

1. Overall success of designing circularity for T&C sectors is based upon a systemic per-

spective on 6 value chain loops based on: recycling, shredding, remanufacturing, reus-

ing, use-oriented and peer-to-peer. These loops are differentiated on the basis of where 

the product re-enters the material value chain, and vary according to what extent the 

product’s original value is retained, degree of product design flexibility, and resource in-

tensity (see Figure 4). 

2. Many aspects the T&C circular loops are unique; hence the generic circular economy 

models are less explanatory. These differences are in terms of product vs. process 

modularity, retail-driven vs. OEM-driven with differential efficiency of take-back 

schemes, voluntary vs. mandatory EPR hence degree of traceability, and degree of re-

manufacturability and re-cycling possibilities. 

3. Key design elements of such circular loops are: (i) Conditional design, (ii) Remake-

design, (iii) Product-service system design, supported by elements: (iv) Reverse logis-

tics and operations, and (v) Revenue structure. 

4. Feasibility of circular T&C loops needs in-detail investigation, in terms of innovative 

product design conditions (mono-materiality, modularity and incremental designs), re-

make-design potential (investigating possibilities of scaling (repeatability and standardi-

zation), speed (manufacturing and creative flexibility) and quality (creativity, innovation 

and co-creation), and product-service systems (along aspects like contracts, marketing 

tactics, networks, and design). 

5. A strategic roadmap for Re:textile is based upon informing, inspiring and facilitating 

MO:RE life (through mind shift and values, communication with consumers, new mod-

els and processes), MO:RE business (through efficient operations, new services and in-

novation, increased value creation and con-sumer culture) and MO:RE fun (through rec-

lamation and redefinition) among all T&C stakeholders. This requires setting clear stra-

tegic directions for integrating Re:textile into University of Borås’s research profile, in-

tegrating the knowledge into educational curriculum, initiating scientific and industry-

oriented projects and establishing a distinct national and international positioning. 

 

Keywords: Circular Economy, Design, Circularity, Value Chain, Business Model, Textiles and 

Clothing 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Background 

Textile & Clothing (T&C) are one of the most polluting and resource-draining indus-

tries in the world, next only to oil, in terms of environmental impact (Fletcher 2008, 

DEFRA 2008). This is driven largely by environmentally unfriendly production prac-

tices, involving large scale destruction of the ecosystem, viz. widespread use of 

chemicals in the production and processing of textiles and clothing, emission of 

harmful greenhouse gases and other effluents followed by throwing of thousands of 

tons of textiles every year for either landfill or incineration. In addition, in order to 

meet the competitive pressures of current T&C sectors, manufacturing is largely con-

centrated in low cost bases where there are neither stringent pollution controls nor 

regulations (Hethorn & Ulasewicz 2008), along with lack of compliance with social 

aspects such as fair labor, health and safety standards, etc. Moreover, the T&C sec-

tors are one of the worst in terms of promoting materialism, increasingly driven by a 

system of classical market economy, thus providing the basis for emergence of a 

throwaway society that is based on economies of scale, planned obsolescence of 

products, short product lifecycle and consequently ever-growing demand of consum-

ers for new products and services (Mont 2008). 

In this context, an essential aspect to render sustainability through: 

1. Increased effects in terms of economic, resource constraints, pollution control, 

social sustainability, and 

2. High degrees material and resource efficiency 

is through a holistic view towards circular economy (CE). 

Even though both practical and academic works related to CE have been gaining pace 

– little have focussed particularly in providing a comprehensive perspective of CE in 

T&C sectors, along with the various value chain configurations and business models 

attempting to enable it. Such a T&C sectorial perspective is required beyond a gener-

ic CE model (e.g. proposed by Ellen McArthur Foundation) due to various unique-

ness, such as: 

- T&C chains are process modularized compared to product modularization in 

most sectors, hence making recovery of parts uncommon, 

- T&C are retailer-driven compared to seller-driven (domination of original 

equipment manufacturer  OEM) as can be observed in many industrial sectors 

at the forefront of CE, e.g. electronic equipment industry, home entertainment 

and appliances industry, etc. resulting in more efficient take-back schemes, 

- T&C unlike many of these sectors have voluntary extended producer respon-

sibility (EPR), making the chain complex in terms of actor types (non-profit 

charities, profit-making retailers, municipalities, etc.) 

- Design for circularity is not predominant as EPR is voluntary and traceability 

is low, 
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- Remanufacturing is problematic (complex and craft-based) due to lack of 

standardization and repeatability, lack of product modularity and upgradabil-

ity,   

- Recycling is a challenge due to complex product blends. 

1.2. Key Questions Raised 

In line with the original aim regarding work package WP 1: Unite design processes 

with business models and value chains for increased overall durability in a circular 

flow, in Re:textile (2016-18), the purpose of this report is to initiate a design for cir-

cularity (DfC) framework for circular economy for T&C sectors. This raised the fol-

lowing questions: 

1. How can a circular design approach be conceptualized and suggested in T&C sec-

tors? How do the embedded business and value chain models support it? 

2. What are the key design elements of such a design for circularity (DfC) framework 

in T&C? 

3. How can feasibility of these key design elements be achieved in establishing the 

DfC framework, taking the present and probable near-future situations into consid-

eration? 

4. How to develop and promote a strategic roadmap for DfC in textiles and clothing, 

regionally and nationally? 

The aim of the report is to highlight these issues and provide some conclusions and 

recommendations accordingly. Questions 1 and 2 are addressed in section 2 by intro-

ducing a D4C framework along with the key business models embedded or enabling 

it followed by identifying the design elements. Questions 3 and 4 are addressed in 

sections 3 and 4, respectively by proposing a Feasibility Study Series and a direction 

towards developing a strategic roadmap (including a research & education environ-

ment at University of Borås and a Re:textile reference group consisting of academic 

and industry peers). 

1.3. Research methodology 

The data for the study was obtained from multiple data sources.  

1. Literature review 

We have focused mainly on a literature review on closed loop supply chain (CLSC) 

and circular economy (CE) for developing the DfC framework and its key design 

elements. A search with relevant keywords on Scopus search engine resulted in 203 

articles on the topics of “CLSC” and “CE”, in the field of “Business, management, 

economic and accounting”. The top 5 journals with these publications were Interna-

tional Journal of Production Research (38), International Journal of Production Eco-

nomics (25), Transportation Research Part E Logistics and Transportation Review 

(16), Journal of Cleaner Production (15) and Decision Sciences (7). Most of these 

publications were made after 2012. Analyzing the abstracts of these publications 

yielded specific ontologies, classifying them along five streams, viz. “design for …”, 

“remanufacturing”, “service-related”, “reverse logistics”, and “cost and revenue”. 
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2. Review of secondary materials (reports, websites, etc.)  

The critical cases of embedded business and value chain models reported in this 

study were derived through review of secondary literature available via websites of 

organizations, case studies and report on business models and sustainable business, 

etc. on industrial practices related to sustainable business models, circular business 

models, recycling, remanufacturing, product-service systems etc.  

 

3. Active participation 

Close industry participation in the project Re:textile yielded knowhow of the T&C 

industry practices. Finally, the strategic roadmap is an outcome of ongoing develop-

ment of a working research group under Re:textile Umbrella at Swedish School of 

Textiles, University of Borås along with organization of a reference group discussion 

and workshop.  

 

2. Design for Circularity (DfC) for textiles and cloth-

ing 
 

In contrast to today’s linear ‘take, make, waste’ industrial economic model, the con-

cept of creating ‘value from waste’ is underpinned by the idea of restoration rather 

than disposability, by designing and optimizing products, components and materials 

for multiple cycles of disassembly and reuse (Mont 2008). Such closed material and 

energy loops imply that the materials are reused again, either as bulk material, or 

products, or as components through specific processes (or economic activities), such 

as refurbishment or recycling, thus influencing the essence of CE through new ways 

of production, distribution and consumption of goods and services (Ellen McArthur 

Foundation 2013). 

CE also builds on ideas of generating better economic performance with new (circu-

lar) business models along these closed loops that focus on selling services instead of 

products to product life extension (via remanufacture, resell, repair, etc.) to lower 

resource usage (Wijkman & Rockstrom 2012), thus having the potential to generate 

an economic growth between 1% and 4% in many western economies in the near 

future (ING Economics Department 2015). This further corroborates the idea of 

“slowing the resource loop” through design of long-life products, multiple-life of 

products and product-life extension (mainly along the service loops) (Bocken, de 

Pauw, Bakker & van der Grinten 2016). 

2.1. Circular value loops and business models in T&C 

Several examples of DfC and associated business models underpin the central notion 

of CE: cradle-to-cradle, reuse, recycle, remanufacture, sharing and collaborative con-
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sumption, etc. (Bocken, Short, Rana & Evans 2014). It can be noted that all these 

exemplary types aim towards attaining various degrees of circularity, through various 

“closing the loop” and/or “slowing the loop” activities, thus underpinning the con-

cept of CE from a systematic perspective. The concept of CE goes beyond just recy-

cling and encompasses a holistic view towards “closing the loop” along five major 

underlying business models:  

1. Circular supplies: a model that provides fully renewable, recyclable or biode-

gradable resource inputs that underpin circular production and consumption systems. 

2. Resources recovery: a model that enables a company to eliminate material leak-

age and maximize the economic value of product return flows. 

3. Product life extension: a model that allows companies to extend the lifecycle of 

products and assets. Value that would otherwise be lost through wasted materials are 

instead maintained or even improved by repairing, upgrading, remanufacturing or 

remarketing products. 

4. Sharing platforms: a model that promotes a platform for collaboration among 

product users, either individuals or organizations.  

5. Product as a service: a model that provides an alternative to the traditional model 

of “buy and own.” Products are used by one or many customers through a lease or 

pay-for-use arrangement. (ING Economics Department 2015) 

 

The inner loops (sharing platforms and ‘product as service’) provide the possibility 

to retain higher value of the original product predominantly centered on service or 

product-service design (shown as loops 1 and 2 in Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. Circular loops in textile and clothing 

 

Examples of business cases in loops 1 and 2 highlight the delivery of functionality 

rather than ownership (an access and performance-based model), and provide detail 

of various approaches underlying these loops, e.g. shared ownership, from consumer 

to ‘seller’ ownership, peer-to-peer sharing, collaborative consumption, etc. Such 

forms of ‘ownership’ largely influences the strategies for optimizing the utilization 
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rate of the consumer durables by enhancing the active usage time of the garments 

(Ekvall, Watson, Kiørboe, Palm, Tekie, Harris, Lindhqvist & Lyng 2014, Mont 

2008). Additionally, such business models also create the opportunity to design 

products such that they ensure longevity, durability, ease of maintenance and repair, 

and if required upgradability (extending product value through classic long-life mod-

el) (De Groene Zaak & Ethica 2015). Several conditions can be placed while design-

ing for durability and longevity of garments, such as improving overall quality stand-

ards and design contents of the garments, as obvious strategies to reduce obsoles-

cence of quality and of consumer desire. Slow fashion in this context offers timeless 

design to consumers. Customization on the other hand enables opportunities for in-

creased attachment to the product thus considerably slowing the fashion lifecycle. 

This further demands long term relationship with clients/users (through access to 

service) and suppliers (by ensuring safe and healthy working conditions and fair 

wage), as can be seen in case of Mud Jeans, a Dutch Fashion House with strong fo-

cus towards “product as service” via leasing of its jeans to clients/users.  

On the other hand, along the outer loops of product life extension, value could be 

maintained or created by repairing, upgrading, remanufacturing, or remarketing of 

products (shown as loops 3, 4 and 5 in Figure 1). In these loops, value is predomi-

nantly restored or added by sufficient rework on the products, hence the original val-

ue retention of the product is low thus demanding higher labor intensity to recreate 

“new” value (Stahel 2007). Various reuse- and resell- based business models (along 

loop 3 in Figure 1) can be identified in the second hand clothing sector. Pal (2015b) 

has identified 8 different resell-based business model types in used clothing networks 

in Sweden, these are: 

i. Collection-based, like fashion retailers (with or without reverse logistics 

partners) engaged with take-back and ‘shwopping’ schemes through their 

retailer shops, e.g. H&M in collaboration with I: Collect. 

ii. Direct reselling, when the retailers collect only its own brands and partly 

resell them through own shops, e.g. Swedish fashion brands like Boomer-

ang, Filippa K. 

iii. Business-to-business (B2B) reselling, when the retailers collect but sells 

to other actors in the chain, e.g. to second-hand retailers. 

iv. Charities, those have a hybrid business model, and partly resells the col-

lected clothes, e.g. Red Cross. In the Nordic countries, the charities are 

the largest collector of second-hand clothes and nearly 20% of it is resold 

by them through their own shops while nearly 50-70% is exported to var-

ious destinations (Eastern Europe, Asia and Africa depending upon re-

covered quality). 

v. Second-hand retailers, function more or less the same way as the chari-

ties, except for the fact that they are totally commercially oriented. Simi-

lar to charities they also engage in partnerships with various actors in the 

network, like with fashion retailers, charities, refurbishers, like laundries 

etc. 
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vi. Redesign brands, which have the potential to offer higher value-added 

used clothing through high degrees of redesign and reconstruction of the 

old clothes. and 

vii. Reclaimers, which mainly collect and resells leftovers from fashion re-

tailers, or sometimes fashion retailers do it themselves by selling through 

factory outlets, e.g. Branting is a Swedish brand which de-brands its left-

overs and sales them. 

In most cases, reuse and resell business models account for reducing carbon footprint 

of new garment manufacturing and energy usage by displacing the production of 

‘new’. Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (2016) has identified the effects of 

such displacement, in terms of  reduction in carbon footprints by about 1,5, 1 and 0.5 

person equivalents/ton, and reduction in primary energy usage by 2.5, 1.75 and 1 

person equivalents/ton, for substitution by factors of 1, 0.66 and 0.33 respectively. 

The highest possibility for value creation along such fashion closed loops can be 

achieved via remanufactured fashion (along loop 4), which aims at remaking used 

clothes through various redesign possibilities so that it at least equals to newly manu-

factured garments in terms of quality (Sinha, Muthu & Dissanayake 2015). Many 

such initiatives have started worldwide and are predominantly led by niche and 

small-scale redesign brands. What differentiates remanufactured fashion from that of 

upcycling is the focus towards process industrialization compared to that being craft-

based in case of upcycling design (Sinha, Muthu & Dissanayake 2015). However, the 

desirability of remanufacturing fashion is high considering the degree of value-

addition, scope to create employment, and lower use of energy and material. Recent 

initiative, e.g. Stockholm Stadmissionen’s Remake is working along this direction to 

develop redesign-make strategies and methodologies. However, the main criticisms 

of such reverse value chains is that it will drastically increase the transportation from 

dispersed points of collection to the sorting and remanufacturing facilities, followed 

by lack of industrialization of the processes leading to considerably high costs of 

production (Mont 2008). But such transportation is required more or less along any 

closed loop for flow of the product, either share or reuse. 

Finally along the loop 6, various ongoing initiatives aim at developing new mechani-

cal and chemical sorting techniques to ensure better recyclability. Mechanical sorting 

techniques include use of barcodes (for checking productivity of manual sorting, or 

price tagging), RFID (in retail stores and warehouse management), optical Near In-

fra-Red (NIR) for detecting fabric composition and color, e.g. Textile 4 Textile pro-

ject (Alkazam 2013), and even Robotics by integrating haptic and visual sensing, and 

recognition (CloPeMa 2015). One of the recent initiatives taken has been the FI-

BERSORT program using NIR Spectroscopy, jointly undertaken by Valvan Baling 

Systems, Metrohm, Worn Again, Fairtex, Reshare and Circle Economy. Such initia-

tives not only highlight the process innovation and design in activating circularity but 

also show how choice of right partners and collaborative networks play a crucial role 

in bringing together complementary expertise of the actors in several areas. The FI-

BERSORT project, in this regard, involves strategic partners like Valvan for sorting 
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machineries, Metrohm for NIR scanning, Wieland Textiles for second-hand textile 

processing, among others.  

Similar initiatives can be seen in recovering value from end of a product life cycle 

through chemical recycling, e.g. UK-based Worn Again is developing a chemical 

textile to textile recycling technology and have partnered with retail brands like 

H&M and Kering (Worn Again 2016); Finnish initiative called Relooping Fashion is 

in the process of closed-loop ecosystem based upon a cellulose dissolution technolo-

gy to create new clothing out of recycled cellulose and involves various strategic 

partners along the value chain representing crucial operations like collection, sorting 

and recycling, retailing and distribution (ReLooping Fashion 2016). Pure Waste, a 

Finnish brand, and partner in the Relooping Fashion initiative, is involved in this 

process in developing clothes out of industrial wastes (cutting wastes and leftover of 

the manufacturing process), which is then sorted by color, refibered and finally spun 

into yarn (Pure waste 2016). Another innovative network-based initiative, the Dutch 

aWEARness, is taken by various strategic partners like eco fabric producers, work-

wear resellers, tracking and tracing partners, etc. to deliver circular workwear to var-

ious resellers. Dutch aWEARness works as a circular supply chain content manager 

by maintaining a database with information about materials, and includes a Life Cy-

cle Analysis, a purchasing and inventory management tool and a track and trace sys-

tem, and in turn receives a service charge (Dutch Awearness 2016).  

Compared to recent recycling cellulose projects and initiatives, synthetic fibers have 

been recycled for a considerable longer time. Returnity is a 100% recyclable polyes-

ter fabric licensed by Dutch aWEARness, used for making workwear and interior-

furnishing. By adopting a Cradle to Cradle (C2C) design guideline the product is said 

to reduce CO2 impact by 73 percent, waste management by 100 percent, and water 

use by 95 percent compared with cotton (Perella 2015). Similar products e.g. Econyl 

has been developed by Interface, world’s largest modular carpet manufacturer, by 

reclaiming discarded fishing nets, by entering into a collaborative supply chain part-

nership with Net-Works enables local residents to collect discarded nets, and sell 

them back into a global supply chain for issuing a second-life (Net-works 2016). 

2.2. Key design elements for DfC framework in T&C 

The core notion of DfC is sustainable design upheld by systems thinking perspective 

(Evans, Bergendahl, Gregory & Ryan 2009), aimed at creating a sustaining industrial 

system based upon product, process and facility design, for enhancing the wellbeing 

of nature and culture while generating economic value (McDonough & Braungart 

2002). The traditional perspective of sustainable design encompasses the intention to 

“eliminate negative environmental impact” through manifestations of renewable re-

sources, eco-efficiency, etc. thus impacting the environment minimally. In line with 

Tischner and Charter (2001) this encompasses the aspects of repair and refine thus 

emphasizing the notion of “[…] modifications to existing products, with some 

movement towards increasing the eco-efficiency of existing products”. 
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However, beyond the "elimination of negative environmental impact", sustainable 

design must create meaningful innovations that can create a dynamic balance be-

tween economy and society – intended to generate long-term relationships between 

user and object/service. Tischner and Charter (2001) propose that this addresses a 

redesign approach, especially in the use of new technologies and materials to reduce 

the environmental impact of products by maximizing both resource and energy effi-

ciencies. Managing such innovations from a value network perspective fosters cross-

industry partnerships such that different actors can cultivate their strengths like re-

gional presence, customer and market access, legislative power, infrastructure com-

petencies and know-how (Calia, Guerrini & Moura 2007, Breuer & Lüdeke-Freund 

2014). Niinimäki and Hassi (2011) further highlights the need to focus on both pro-

duction and consumption, as a system in whole, for creating sustainable develop-

ment. Hence this requires, rethinking, or a radical change in mindset, and it can offer 

breakthroughs for new lifestyles, the ways of living and doing things, as well as ap-

proaches to fulfill consumer needs in a more sustainable manner. This approach leads 

to strategic innovations and is underpinned by DfC in any industrial system through 

design of products, processes, value and relational networks, and ‘new’ consumption 

pattern.  

Literature review on CE and CLSC revealed that existing research deals with 5 key 

elements integral to design circularity along the T&C circular loops (see Figure 2). A 

detailed analysis and discussion of this literature base is beyond the scope of this 

report, but below we provide a concise discussion on these key design elements for 

T&C value chains. This report categorizes them into three central design elements: 

1. Conditional design 

2. Remake-design  

3. Product-service system design 

and two supporting elements: 

4. Reverse logistics and operations 

5. Revenue structure. 

 

Figure 2. Key design elements for designing circularity 
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2.2.1. Conditional Design 

Conditional design refers to selective choices of product design criteria which when 

subjected results in either better recyclability or product life extension in the value 

loops. Gwilt (2014) illustrates this principle using examples of various concepts, like 

mono-materiality, modular design etc. that has the potential to DfC. For instance, 

modular garment design has been tested as a solution to develop a range of detacha-

ble features that can facilitate replacement or repair, and in turn can reduce the effect 

on the environment in terms of water and energy consumption, as well as CO2 emis-

sions in the use phase. Further degrees of modularity in the product are also benefi-

cial for easy separation and recycling. Mono-material is yet another conditional crite-

rion in the value loops attempting for better and easier recyclability thus avoiding 

complications related to separation of fiber blends. Additive manufacturing in this 

context is a disruptive technology that can be explored in apparel manufacturing; 

recently, 3D laser printing technology has been used by fashion designer Iris van 

Harpen and architect Julia Koemer, in collaboration with a Belgium company (Mate-

rialise), to fuse small particles of plastic and print continuous surfaces without seams 

into laces. N12 is a ready-to-wear bikini collection made completely from 3D printed 

Nylon 12, which can be easily recycled due to its mono-material composition.  

These conditional product design strategies are necessary to explore in terms of their 

environmental impact, as a logical route leading to circularity, but in the context of 

T&C have so far been less explored. Ongoing feasibility study on Conditional De-

sign will further explore this concept. 

2.2.2. Remake-design 

Remake or remanufacturing, in general, refers to the process of reinstating a dis-

carded product back to its useful life by upgrading so that it at least equals the newly 

manufactured ones in terms of quality; hence the life span is extended (Savaskan, 

Bhattacharya & van Wassenhove 2004).  

It is new and emerging phenomenon in the global T&C industry and is fraught with 

many challenges: 

1. Product non-modularity, unlike mobile phones or computers, making it difficult to 

dis- and re- assemble. 

2. Clothes are less durable in a throwaway society and can hardly survive the rigors 

of single lifetime 

3. Variability in the collected used clothes is extreme, in terms of type, style and 

composition, quality and condition, cleanliness, making the process of remanufactur-

ing difficult to standardize, repeat and scale-up 

4. Consumers are unwilling to pay a high price premium for remade clothes 

5. Lack of remanufacturing skills and knowledge 

6. Retailing of remade clothes is difficult as this may conflict with the mainstream 

sales, marketing and pricing strategies. 

However, remanufacturing minimizes the use of virgin materials and therefore rec-

ognized as one of the best methods for “closing the loop” with high value addition.  
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Scopes and solutions for remanufacturing to succeed and support circular economy 

for T&C, should meet scale, speed and quality issues. This requires innovation char-

acterized by: 

1. Alternative design thinking, e.g. modular design, adjustable “size-free” remade 

clothes 

2. New process technologies, e.g. flexible remanufacturing systems, cutting tech-

niques 

3. New business models, e.g. through digitalization, alternative sales channels, shar-

ing, maker spaces 

4. New markets 

Ongoing feasibility study on Remake-Design will further explore this concept. 

2.2.3. Product-Service design 

The unification of product and services is heralded as product-service system (PSS). 

Contribution of PSS to sustainability is significant and lies in the disconnection of 

value from excess material consumption through disengagement with personal own-

ership and alternative utilization options (Maxwell & van der Vorst 2003, Mont 

2002a). Potentially alternative business concepts such as renting, redesigning, up-

grading, etc. aim at reducing the reliability on natural resources and at the same time 

strive for improved product longevity by extending the value of tangible products 

through intangible services (Mont 2002a, Tukker & Tischner 2006). In this context, 

PSSs have been identified along multiple categories: product-oriented (PO), integra-

tion-oriented (IO), use-oriented (UO) and results-oriented (RO).  

PO PSS is where product sales are maximized through additional services (Tukker 

2004). The service is tied to a product and adds value either through maintenance, 

financing or taking back the products etc., e.g. take-back agreements for household 

appliances (Sundin & Bras 2005). UO PSS is where the product is still at the centre 

of the service however the ownership remains with the service provider (Tukker 

2004). In RO PSS, the consumer and the provider determine a desired result to be 

obtained after an agreement; further the result or the capability is sold instead of the 

product. (Tukker 2015, Armstrong, Niinimäki, Kujala, Karell & Lang 2015). 

In clothing PSS, Armstrong et al. (2015) have highlighted such schemes, e.g. take-

back, repair & redesign, renting, clothing swaps etc. and their potential environmen-

tal effects through increased dematerialization and product longevity. Janigo and Wu 

(2015) have asserted how repair and redesign services can stimulate higher product 

longevity, Pedersen and Netter (2015) have shown the effect of fashion libraries in 

Scandinavia by promoting collaborative consumption. Many industrial examples of 

adoption of servitization in used-clothing sector can also be found, e.g. fashion 

renters like Renttherunway, take-back schemes arranged by fashion retailers and I: 

Collect, Scandinavian fashion libraries like Resecond, Klädoteket, UK-based rede-

sign platform like Wardrobe Surgery, etc. Key design elements for such PSS are: 

value-adding services, product leverage, collaborative partnership, information trans-

parency, awareness and platform-enabled networking (Pal 2016 (forthcoming)). 

Feasibility study on Product-Service Design will further explore this concept. 
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2.2.4. Reverse logistics and operations 

A commercial chain for used clothes requires several steps for reclaiming value, viz. 

collection and sorting, refurbishing (e.g. repairing, washing etc.) and is sometime 

followed by value adding steps like redesigning/upcycling, through a series of inter-

connected complex reverse logistics (RL) activities led by a number of different ac-

tors, such as retailers and resellers, charities, commercial sorters/recyclers, used 

clothes regain new value for new purposes and customers, as clothes or sometimes 

into alternative forms. Mapping of the flow of used clothing reveal that majority of 

these actors are involved in the collection process along diverse channels, thus result-

ing in a very fragmented structure prevalent. Charities are by far the largest collector; 

fashion retailers, on the other hand, are involved with collection, either single-

handedly by arranging both take-back and reselling through various retail formats, or 

by getting involved with collaborative networks (Hvass 2014, Ekström & 

Salomonsson 2014). However, post-retail initiatives by fashion retailers are still new, 

with limited best practices. Once an unwanted garment has passed through collec-

tion, sorting, and possibly further steps of labor practices, it re-enters the commodity 

form, as a reused item or as a redesigned product. The residues those cannot be ex-

ported, sold or redesigned are consequently recycled or incinerated (Ekström & 

Salomonsson 2014). 

Pal (2015a) highlights five RL design attributes along which value needs to be creat-

ed in used clothing networks, viz. (i) supply network design, (ii) RL process capabili-

ties, (iii) concurrent design, (iv) collaboration and information integration, and (v) 

consumer communication. Along these attributes several enablers and challenges 

could be identified in a used clothing network.  

Dominant intra-organizational enablers include strategic collection systems ensuring 

consistent collection quality-quantity and waste reduction. Further, post-retail initia-

tives through multi-channel selling create possibilities for higher revenues, better 

corporate image and higher consumer awareness. Inter-organizational collaborative 

partnerships with diverse reverse value chain actors, such as sorters, remanufacturers, 

logistics providers, provide access to complementary resources and competences 

essential to generate higher specialization and product reuse. Such collaborations 

extend into collaborative knowledge creation, such as workplace training. 

Intra-organizational key aspects such as: (i) demand-oriented sorting, (ii) resale as-

sortment planning and communication strategies, (iii) concurrent product-process 

design, are crucial. Concurrent design is key to remanufacturing to support simple 

garment reconstructions and yet have a line production to attain process standardiza-

tion through repeatability. Demand-oriented sorting made by the sorters is essential 

in dynamically updating their sorting parameters (e.g. depending upon types of prod-

uct, fabric, colour, style, etc.) based upon market developments. However, the key 

challenges are in terms of: antagonistic effects of illegal actors in used clothing net-

work, low degrees of trust among the actors with conflicting business motives, along 

with lack of process standardization (in sorting and remanufacturing). 
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2.2.5. Revenue Structure 

The revenue structure in CE refers to the financial model of costs and benefits made 

by the embedded businesses, and revenue streams along the value creating loop. This 

highlights how value is captured along various CE loops in terms of the core issues 

of: revenue strategy (direct vs. indirect revenue generation and transaction dependent 

vs. independent), revenue type (e.g. usage fee, basic fee, provisions, etc.), pricing 

strategies, etc. 

2.2.6. DfC framework 

A work-in-progress proposal of the conceptual DfC framework in T&C is based upon 

the literature reviewed earlier, business cases observed by the Re:textile researchers 

since 2014 and investigation of examples from the industrial practices. We argue that 

designing circularity requires comprehensive integration of the above mentioned de-

sign aspects or elements from a systematic thinking perspective. The individual parts 

(elements) of the systems are interconnected with either physical flows or infor-

mation that together forms the system (Meadows 2008). The true essence of such a 

system is the linkages between the different parts of the system for optimizing the 

whole in a self-regulating manner. We suggest that there is a need to understand this 

systemic circularity through integrated design thinking along all stages of any value 

loop through which the product flows. This is expected to enable a cumulative effect 

towards achieving the benefits of CE. For example, conditional design of products 

are, e.g. modularity, is essential for enhancing the remake possibilities (along loops 

4-6), while better product-services (along loops 1 and 2) demands better choice of 

design conditions, e.g. durability which further makes remanufacturing and recycling 

convenient. Taking each design element, Table 1 lays out the key aspects, requisites 

and their contribution to DfC. Even though these design elements are discussed indi-

vidually, they need to be orchestrated cumulatively to reach the maximum effects. 

Table 1 is a work-in-progress proposal, and will be developed during the course of 

the in-depth feasibility studies suggested in Section 3. 

 

Table 1. DfC design elements, requisites and contribution 

Design elements Critical requisites 
Contribution to 

DfC 
1. CONDITIONAL DESIGN   

 Design for durabil-
ity/longevity 

Timeless design, Robust products, Per-
sonalization, Incremental design 

Increasing the 
product lifespan 
for “slowing the 
loop” 

 Design for Re: (reuse, 
remanufacture, recycle) 

Modular construction, Mono-
materiality, Easy dis- and reassembly, 
Easy maintenance and repair, Standard-
ized and compatible, Easy upgradation,… 

Increasing the 
material recovery 
potential for 
“closing the loop” 

2. RE:MAKE-DESIGN   

 Reverse value chain 
design 

Creative design (degree of disassembly, 
construction principles, repeatability),  
Process requirements (material analysis, 
sampling, creative pattern drafting and 
cutting, production planning) 

Increasing the 
material recovery 
potential for 
“closing the 
loop”, Higher 
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 Enabling technologies 
and systems 

Disassembly techniques, Pattern devel-
opment and CAD/CAM, Leather cutting 
systems, Flexible Manufacturing 

degrees of value 
creation 

 Retailing and marketing Innovative collection planning (trans-
seasonality, modular, non-standard, 
customization), Co-creation, ‘New’ SKU 
definition, Innovative sales and branding 

3. PRODUCT-SERVICE DESIGN   

 PSS network design Partner types, Relationship types, Shar-
ing and coordination activities, Contract 
agreements 

Increasing the 
product lifespan 
for “slowing the 
loop” 

 Effective remarketing 
strategy 

Communication value, Customer inter-
action, Customer and market insights, 
Functionality and customization 

4. SUPPORTING REVERSE LOGISTICS & OPERATIONS  

 Supply network design 
 

Strategic collection system, Transporta-
tion network and vehicle capacity opti-
mization, Multi-channel distribution and 
retail, Reduced illegalities 

Increasing the 
material recovery 
potential thus 
“closing the 
loop”, Higher 
degrees of value 
creation 

 Process design Strategic demand-oriented sorting, Re-
sale assortment planning, concurrent 
design, Standardization (in sorting and 
remanufacturing) 

 Strategic collaboration Collaborative business model, Infor-
mation sharing, Building trust, Work-
place training, Consumer awareness 
building and stewardship 

5. REVENUE STRUCTURE   

  Pricing, Cost minimization, Profit Maxi-
mization, Value types, Schemes 

 

 In this study, the design of the recycling loop is focused only through conditional design 

criteria 

In addition, external factors like policy and government laws and regulations, patron-

age etc. are also critical enablers of the DfC framework. 

 

3. Feasibility studies  
This section highlights the aim and contents of the 3 upcoming feasibility studies to 

be organized within the scope of Re:textile (2016-18). 

3.1. Feasibility Study 1: Conditional Design 

The feasibility study (August 2016 to August 2017) will investigate circular economy 

of T&C, with a focus on conditional design as a decisive contributor to such circu-

larity. 3 product design and innovation strategies will be explored:  

i. Mono-material design – with a focus on polyester because that is the 

most flexible basic material for all material and trimming components for 

constructing garments that provides potential recycling with relatively 

high value. 

ii. Modular design – whereby the construction is based on mono-material 

components that can be easily dismantled. 
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iii. Incremental design – where innovative design starts with a (maybe 

mono-material) basic garment that fulfils basic functions and combine that 

with high quality and longevity. The design shall be made so that it can be 

developed further during the preferable long-life both aesthetically and 

with improved functionality. This design concept has been developed with 

success within architecture and the principles can be applied also on tex-

tile products. (See "Pritzker prize") 

In the feasibility study these design principles will be combined with technology con-

siderations and marketing strategies into a business model for circularity of T&C. In 

particular, the economic implications and feasibility will be assessed for such a busi-

ness model, taking into account crucial factors, such as collection capacity, logistics 

flow considerations, quality factors and assessment (such as by the HIGG index), 

life-cycle discussions and the required competence-building.  

Information gathered in previous projects, such as Re:textile, and new cases added 

will be analyzed for this purpose and as a contribution to estimating the economic 

feasibility and proposing a business model for the product flow. Market considera-

tions, addressing targets, consumer willingness and societal benefits will be assessed 

in this context. To support the discussion, a structured scenario approach will be de-

veloped, addressing mono-material garments, modular and incremental design, func-

tionality and aesthetics.  

3.2. Feasibility Study 2: Remade-design 

A second feasibility study titled “Remade fashion: Organizing design for circularity 

of textile-fashion value chains through remanufacturing” has been planned between 

August 2016 and August 2017, in close cooperation with Stockholm Stadsmission 

Remake. 

The feasibility study aims at examining and facilitating the possibilities of fashion 

remanufacturing, thus making a decisive contribution in organizing a design for cir-

cularity (DfC) approach in textile value chains. The study will critically investigate 

the current fashion remanufacturing practices in terms of basic design and construc-

tion principles and processes including reverse logistics and product development. 

    Courtesy: Remake, Stockholms Stadsmission 
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In light of industrialization to reach certain degrees of process repeatability and busi-

ness scalability potential, solutions will be prescribed describing future considera-

tions for designing two types of fashion remanufacturing value chains focused to-

wards mass market and mass customization. These considerations will combine vari-

ous reverse logistics and product remake-design aspects, technology considerations, 

retailing & marketing strategies, and consumer study into a business model for circu-

larity of used clothes. In particular, the economic implications and feasibility will be 

assessed for such remanufacturing business models which will take into account cru-

cial factors, such as key processes and value propositions, collaborative relationships, 

new technologies, customers and markets. The business model and the economic 

viability are essential for the feasibility of transforming used clothes into remanufac-

tured ones.  

Along two illustrative exemplar cases, foreseen products and services will be de-

scribed together with identifiable boundary conditions, such as design and construc-

tion delimitations and available or near-future technologies for conversion, quality 

factors and assessment. This will evaluate the benefits of such fashion remanufactur-

ing towards society and environment by considering tools such as the HIGG index; 

other life-cycle discussions and potential for job creation will be evaluated. In addi-

tion to various proposals made to scale-up such businesses, market considerations, 

addressing targets, consumer willingness and societal benefits will be assessed. 

Information gathered in previous projects, such as Re:textile (2014-15), and new case 

studies added will be analyzed for this purpose and as a contribution to estimating the 

economic feasibility and proposing a business model for future considerations target-

ing both mass market and customization through fashion remanufacturing. 

3.3. Feasibility Study 3: Product-Service System Design 

A third feasibility study with preliminary title “Fashion PSS” has been planned for 

2017-18. 

The feasibility study will aim at examining and facilitating the possibilities of fashion 

PSS business models, their networks, value propositions, consumer interaction, thus 

making a decisive contribution in organizing a design for circularity (DfC) approach 

in textile value chains. The study will critically investigate how such PSS business 

models influence “slowing the loop” and “closing the loop”. Illustrative and innova-

tive cases will be designed to execute.  

 

4. Developing a strategic roadmap for Re:textile  

With the vision of being a world-class leading platform for promoting circular econ-

omy for textiles and clothing, Re:textile wants to inform and inspire various stake-

holders in the industry and facilitate research, education and industrial practices in 

this direction. This is operationalized through a number of activities and initiatives 

undertaken by Re:textile in the past and present, along with setting clear strategic 

directions for the future (shown in Figure 3). This broadly consists of setting up and 

formalization of a Re:textile research profile in the area of “Textile och Mode” at 
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University of Borås, integrating the knowledge into educational curriculum, initiate 

scientific and industry-oriented projects and establish a distinct national and interna-

tional positioning. 

Figure 3. Re:textile strategic roadmap 

 

4.1. Re:textile at University of Borås 

4.1.1. Participating researchers 

Name Position in University Role in Re:textile 

Jan Carlsson Coordinator Feasibility Studies, Workshops 

Håkan Torstensson Professor, Textile Man-

agement 

Feasibility Studies 

Rudrajeet Pal Senior Lecturer, Textile 

Management 

Feasibility Studies, Workshops, Education, 

Publications 

Jonas Larsson Senior Lecturer, Textile 

Management 

Feasibility Studies, Workshops, Education, 

Publications 

Heikki Mattila Professor, Textile Man-

agement 

Feasibility Studies 

Anna Lidström Designer Feasibility Studies, Collection design 

Mats Johansson Lecturer, Textile Tech-

nology 

Feasibility Studies 

Manoj Paras (previous 

association) 

PhD Student, Textile 

Management, SMDTex 

Feasibility Studies 

4.1.2. Integration into education 

 Thesis work at levels of education (bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral) 

 Lectures on related topic in Textile Management related courses 

4.1.3. International contacts 

 Circle Economy (Netherlands) 

 Sustainable Apparel Coalition (HIGGS Index) 
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 MADE-BY  

 Make Works Nordic Networks (Initiated by Copenhagen Business School) 

 Design for Longevity (Initiated by Danish Fashion Institute) 

 TexAid, Switzerland 

4.1.4. Additional project applications 

 Under coordinator ship of Swerea IVF have applied for a VGR project 

“Miljötestbädd för textilåtervinning” (Testbed for textile recycling) (Sept 

2016 - Sept 19). 

 

4.2. Reference Group ideation 

To set up the strategic direction of Re:textile a reference group has been initiated, 

which met for the first time on 7 June 2016. The first meeting took place adjacent to 

the projects new space in Fashion Gallery, Textile Fashion Center in Borås. A select-

ed number of designers, industry professionals, academics and other important stake-

holders in the textile value chain were invited to participate. The aim with the refer-

ence group is to enable the stakeholders to have influence in the project and to deep-

en the relations between the project and its stakeholder’s as well in-between stake-

holders to create new collaborations and charring of knowledge.  

Participants: Eva Eiderström (Naturskyddsföreningen), Ebba Magnusson (Natur-

skyddsföreningen), Fredrika Klarén (Kapp Ahl), Sigrid Barnekow (Mistra Future 

Fashion), Weronika Rehnby (konsult), Nanette Espinasse (Marketplace Borås). 

Adrian Zethraeus (Marketplace Borås), Erik Bresky (Science Park Borås), Maria La-

german (Stadsmissionen Remake), Josefin Lassbo (Stoff Design), Rudrajeet Pal 

(Textilhögskolan i Borås), Gesica Tawakolli Gunmalm (Modeink), Alison Gwilt 

(Sheffield University), Sandra Askelöf (Röda Korset), Matilda Maroti (Textil Integ-

ration), Elin Frendberg (Swedish Fashion Council), Maria Ström (Wargön Innovat-

ion). 

4.3. Strategic workshop 

A workshop was organized among the reference group participants on the day of the 

first meeting. The overall aim with the workshop was to answer the question: How to 

we replace a “new-purchase” with a “repurchase?” 

The participants were asked to discuss how each of the core values of Re:textile – 

LIFE, BUSINESS, FUN – relate to the fashion industry today and how they will 

relate to the fashion industry in 5 years. Each and every value word were discussed in 

small groups and presented and discussed in the large group. 

4.3.1. MORE LIFE 

MORE LIFE-discussions ended up in five main categories: 

1. Mind shift and values: topics like extended responsibility, diversity and dignity 

were brought up together with concepts like “enoughness” and “collective thinking” 
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 2. Communication: Consumer education as well as marketing efforts was dis-

cussed. The need for a “clear offer” to 

the consumer was stressed: what are 

we paying for? 

3. New models and processes: This 

category is a bit diverse and contains 

shift to a more deliberate design pro-

cess (different “design for…”-aspects 

and “fibre after occasion”), use of sus-

tainable material, small scale/alternate revenue models, life cycle perspective etc. 

4. Broadening the purpose of business (stakeholder perspective): Positive impact 

from textile industry, job creation etc. 

4.3.2. MORE BUSINESS 

MORE BUSINESS-discussions ended up in four main categories: 

1. Efficient operation: Many discussions evolved around topics like forecast prob-

lems and sell thru rate leading to overproduction and increased waste, hidden costs 

etc. Some solution-oriented discussions included better products and improved con-

struction/fit, new financial measurements, pricing and regulation. 

2. New services and innovation: There is a lack of “real” innovation in the textile 

business. Both business perspective and consumer perspective were discussed. 

Technical tools supporting the consumer making the right choice in every step in the 

value chain (from purchase thru use, maintenance and discard) and new solutions for 

how to consume textiles as well as moving from egocentric business models to inclu-

sive, social, collaborative and “win-win-win” business models. 

 3. Increased value creation: The participants stressed the need for better communi-

cation and conceptualization of the 

sustainable choices. Increased custom-

er relations, consumer engagement and 

mutual trust accomplished by transpar-

ency are seen as a key success factor.  

4. Consumer culture: The partici-

pants highlighted that style generally is 

the buying criterion for the consumer, 

not sustainability, although the importance of the latter is increasing. Consumers will 

go for the choice that look good, have the right price and can give a sense of being a 

sustainable choice. Although discussions about “green washing”, company initiatives 

should be encouraged and not denigrated.  

4.3.3. MORE FUN  

MORE FUN-discussions ended up in five main categories: 
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FUN-discussions ended in stating that today there is either too much fun (read irre-

sponsible behaviour) or no fun at all since shopping brings bad conscience and a bit-

ter aftertaste and that there is a confus-

ing situation for the customer who to a 

large extent wants to make the right 

choice. Thus the need to reclaim and 

redefine FUN in the textile business! 

 

Reclaim FUN: 

• celebrate diversity, creativity, per-

sonality etc. 

• new kinds of shopping experiences 

• new services to remove stress and improve life 

• bring back the sewing machine, involve the children, set new/old culture! 

Redefine FUN: 

• Knowledge is fun 

• Fun enabled by technical solutions, co-creation, socialization 

• User in focus, user in charge 

• Wear clothes, not buy clothes 

4.3.4. Changes – ‘Big’ & ‘Small’  

An exercise was conducted were the participants were asked to what small respec-

tively big change do they see is needed in order to support the transition from “new-

purchase” to “re-purchase”. Small change included creation of new services, im-

proved information and education, pragmatic mind-set and technology driven devel-

opment. Big change discussions evolved around regulatory framework, different sup-

port mechanisms for reuse, business enterprise systems, KPI’s and new design disci-

plines. 

4.3.5. 17 ideas generated 

Finally, each participant was asked to develop a concept for substituting “new-

purchase” with “re:purchase” based on the ideas generated during the day, related to 

the concepts of more LIFE, BUSINESS, FUN and be realistic to implement in the 

next five years. The participants then rated each other’s concepts, which finial gener-

ated a top-3 list of prioritized concepts. These ideas are aimed to be used as concep-

tual benchmarks along the project and in future reference group meeting.  
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Idea 1 
Allowing new Re:entrepreneurs by giving tax benefits 
 
Idea 2 
Increase second hand purchases among consumers through presenting the 
garments in a way that makes people normally not buying vintage interested. 
The garment should be exposed in the store as new garments. The stores 
should offer equal parts of new garments, second hand and garments for rent. 
 
Idea 3 
Communication: 
-Educate the consumer (“Re-shopping/Re-designing generation”) 
-Educate kids in sustainable consumption (Political decision) 
 
Idea 4 
Make sustainable textile compulsory in school; try to engage kids and youths in 
new repair/re-make activities. Etc. 
 
Idea 5 
Collecting: 
-Companies can give discounts to the customers when they bring old clothes. 
-"Pant" for recycling clothes (where you can choose if you want to give to char-
ity or get money) 
-Make collections available for everyone 
-Systematize collection, home visitors of used clothes. Possible new profession. 
 
Idea 6 
A tinder app for clothes - you swipe right if you like the garment and all the 
clothes on "fashion tinder" and then you swop your clothes with your friends in 
the app. 
This prolongs the life cycle for fashion and higher the Use per Item. 
 
Idea 7 
Establish producer responsibility legislation: 
Supporting longer lifetime of garments, 
Higher re: designability, 
Higher recyclability, higher content of recycled fiber 
By: clarifying long-term objectives for the industry 
Supporting these objectives by combining administrative and economic steer-
ing mechanisms. The law will be business model/technology neutral - encour-
aging a diversity of business models, ensuring climate aspects and freedom 
from toxics, as well as respecting labor rights. 
 
Idea 8 
Get the fashion stores to add second-hand of their own garments in the stores 
and also in their Webb shops. Then offer the customer a % off for new purchas-
es 
 
Idea 9 
A new profession - Textile guide - to help consumers to use textiles in a more 
sustainable way. Different areas: 
1. In second-hand stores 
2. Service to use at home in your wardrobe 
3. To combine new and second-hand garments 
Also, these guides should have competence in redesign and give suggestions 
on how to repair/redesign garments. 
This idea addresses life, business and fun, you get a possibility for an individu-
al style (fun!), new businesses develop, and you prolong lifetime of garments. 
 
Idea 10 
Customer Value Proposition (CVP) 
Re: garments that are of high quality, safe (clean and decontaminated), rede-
sign-able. 
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Fun-based business models (digitalize, share/swap/servitize so that these can 
be easily scalable); Many product experiences thru' one product, more co-
creative environment 
Value Chain and enabling technologies 
Garment Designed for Re: (modular, multi-layered), Higher traceability and 
information transparency 
Larger stakeholder support consumer incentives on Re:purchase. 
 
Idea 11 
Earn money/business by focusing on the Design, i.e. charge higher cost for the 
added Design, the uniqueness, and by an established/named designer. (Less 
focus on that it is re-made items). Key will be to make it relevant to existing 
fashion context to earn credibility and interest among target group. The target 
group needs to be able to consider the re-designed items as high-value alterna-
tives to their today traditional new purchases. 
 
Idea 12 
More companies can produce redesign garments. And the consumer could use 
redesign producers to repair. The consumer could get their used garments 
repaired through the stores with redesign or to get a new type of garment. 
Business for the company, longer life for the materials and a longer life for the r 
relationship with the consumer. 
 
Idea 13 
Develop advertising/educate by introducing new, second hand and rede-
signed/repaired clothes in same add/material - educates consumers and shows 
possibilities with re. Fun, business and life! 
 
Idea 14 
Hire stylists in store and create redesign areas in store. Existing repair shop 
should include redesign. 
 
Idea 15 
Textile guides: 
-Guides for personal shopping with a sustainable thinking 
-Educated sorters at big collecting organizations. 
 
Idea 16 
Provide an online digital navigator that find and present your preferred items 
among the global supply of items. This could be your old favorites, your pre-
ferred styles or looks, or features. 
 
Idea 17 
Create an app where you can get tips from peers on how to use and style and 
redesign your garments - upload a style and get ideas on how to combine, 
change and style it. 
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5. Future considerations and project schedule 
 

Activities and projects Responsible Time plan Started 

D4C framework for textiles and clothing Rudrajeet Pal 2016- X 

Feasibility Study: Conditional Design Jan Carlsson 2016- X 

Feasibility Study: Remake-Design 

- In cooperation with Stadsmission 

Remake 

Rudrajeet Pal 2016- X 

Feasibility Study: Product-Service Design Jonas Larsson 2017-18  

4 in-depth projects with external partners 

- Lindex 

- Ellos 

- Kapp Ahl 

- Red Cross 

 

- Jonas Larssom 

- Adrian Zethraeus 

- Jonas Larsson 

- Adrian Zethraeus 

 

September 

2016-2017 

 

Other projects (with small brands) Adrian Zethraeus 2017-18  

Communication Marketplace Borås 2016-2018 X 

Formalization of Re:textile research group Rudrajeet Pal 2016- X 

Scientific Dissemination and Publications Rudrajeet Pal 2016- X 

 

6. Findings and recommendations 

In line with the original aim regarding work package WP 1: Unite design processes 

with business models and value chains for increased overall durability in a circular 

flow, in Re:textile (2016-18), the purposed of this report is to initiate a design for 

circularity (DfC) framework for circular economy for T&C sectors. This raised the 

following questions: 

Till date the main findings from Re:textile project can be summarized as follows: 

1. Overall success of designing circularity for textile and clothing sectors is 

based upon a systemic perspective on 6 value chain loops based on: recycling, 

shredding, remanufacturing, reusing, use-oriented and peer-to-peer. These 

loops are differentiated on the basis of where the product re-enters the materi-

al value chain, and vary according to what extent the product’s original value 

is retained, degree of product design flexibility, and resource intensity (see 

Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3. Comparison for circular loop characteristics 
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2. Even though circular loops in T&C, as in other industrial sectors, are based 

upon 2 generic principles of “slowing the resource loop” and “closing the re-

source loop”, in many aspects the T&C circular loops are unique, hence the 

generic models are less explanatory. These differences are in terms of product 

vs. process modularity, retail-driven vs. OEM-driven with differential effi-

ciency of take-back schemes, voluntary vs. mandatory EPR hence degree of 

traceability, and degree of remanufacturability and recycling possibilities. 

 

3. Key design elements of such circular loops are: (i) Conditional design, (ii) 

Remake-design, (iii) Product-service system design, supported by elements: 

(iv) Reverse logistics and operations, and (v) Revenue structure. 

 

4. Feasibility of the circular T&C loops needs to be investigated in-detail along 

the feasibility of each critical design elements. Mono-materiality, modularity 

and incremental designs are key to product design conditions in the forward 

value chain and needs to be explored; remake-design needs investigation 

along the possibilities of scale (repeatability and standardization), speed 

(manufacturing and creative flexibility) and quality (creativity, innovation and 

co-creation). Feasibility study on Product-service system design requires at-

tention on aspects like contracts, marketing tactics, networks, design and sus-

tainability. 

 

5. A strategic roadmap for Re:textile is based upon informing, inspiring and fa-

cilitating MO:RE life (through mind shift and values, communication with 

consumers, new models and processes), MO:RE business (through efficient 

operations, new services and innovation, increased value creation and con-

sumer culture) and MO:RE fun (through reclamation and redefinition) among 

all T&C stakeholders – with the vision of being a world-class leading plat-

form for promoting circular economy for T&C. This requires setting clear 

strategic directions for integrating Re:textile into University’s research pro-

file, integrating the knowledge into educational curriculum, initiating scien-

tific and industry-oriented projects and establishing a distinct national and in-

ternational positioning. 
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